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This report is presented for the purpose of disseminating information and research findings for the benefit of the public. It has been prepared on the basis of evaluation of human 
rights performance based on publicly available material for the 22 ASX listed entities included in the sample.  

The University of Sydney (“University”) makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, or reliability of the information contained in the report, and accepts 
no legal liability whatsoever arising from, or connected to, the material contained in this report. 
The information contained in this report is not intended to constitute legal, tax, financial or investment advice and nothing in the report is intended to imply any recommendations or 
opinions. The University recommends that users make their own independent judgements or seek independent advice with respect to the information contained in this report. 
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Company Name  Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited 

Industry  Big 4 bank 

FY end  30 June 2019  

Revenue FY19 $24.337bn 

Employees  48,238 

Retail divisions  Retail Banking Services, Wealth Management, International Financial Services (retail banking in Indonesia) 

CLIS divisions  
Business and Private Banking, Institutional Banking and Markets, parts of international (Indonesia, business 
banking and associated investments in China and Vietnam), Colonial First State Investments Ltd and 
Commonwealth Insurance Ltd  

Law reform contributions 3, 13, 15, 17, 18 
Overall level of disclosure  Extensive disclosure   

Our overall rating for Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s human rights performance for each domain is set out below 

RETAIL: RED 

Commonwealth Bank’s approach to governance of its retail clients has glimpses of 

considering human rights, including management oversight and responsibility, but 

we couldn’t find sufficient evidence to support a finding of robust governance of 

human rights risk in this domain. While assurance both internal and external is 

noted, it appears to be restricted to the non-financial performance metrics noted 

in the Annual Report: privacy and complaints count data.  

The failure to give due attention to the human rights risks inherent in providing 

services to retail clients is also reflected in an absence of policy and due diligence.  

Outcomes for this domain were also poor. Customer remediation continues, with 

$1 billion spent on remediation in FY19 (it is not clear what proportion is retail and 

whether any relates to business customers that would be included in CLIS below). 

Regulator attention also indicates poor outcomes: enforceable undertaking 

accepted by the OAIC in relation handling of personal information, complaints 

data reported by the Group only reports resolved complaints, not all complaints received (and we note excluded complaints resolve within 5 

working days).  

While there are indications of good outcomes, such as the green mortgage initiative (FY20), existence and use of the Indigenous Community 

Assistance Line (some indication of the range of matters needing assistance would be useful to give a fuller picture of the benefits received) 

and industry award recognition of some of the Group’s retail banking products, they were not sufficient in FY19 to lead to even an amber score 

for this factor.  

COMMERCIAL LENDING INVESTMENT AND SERVICES (CLIS): RED 

Commonwealth Bank’s activities in this space cover a wide spectrum of services, of 

which Colonial First State Investment Services (CFSIL) is only one aspect and, for CFSIL, 

climate risk is an area of focus. Project finance, approached via the Equator Principles, 

is another example of attention to human rights. These two areas however are not 

the whole domain and even within each our analysis indicates that human rights risk 

is not adequately managed within them, let alone across this broad area of the bank’s 

business activities.  

Overall, there is a failure to consider human rights holistically in this domain and thus 

to provide appropriate governance of this risk across our six human rights categories. 

Policy positions similarly lack a holistic approach to human rights risk. Even where 

aspects of human rights risk are discussed, these policies lack sufficient details around 

due diligence processes.  

Our amber coding for outcomes indicates mixed performance, with evidence of 

regulator attention to conduct involving commercial clients. We also observed positive outcomes in terms of funding and investment in the 

‘green’ space. 
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EMPLOYEES: AMBER 

As the largest employers in our FSE sample, Commonwealth Bank has given 

attention at the Governance level to some of our human rights categories as they 

apply to employees. However, while it is strong on Diversity and EEO, as aspects of 

anti-discrimination, as well as health and safety, it is not clear on information (as 

part of privacy and information), on economic security and voice and participation 

(we note late 2020 commentary of the extensive use of individual flexibility 

agreements as opposed to contracts based on the Enterprise Agreement), and is 

largely silent on right to remedy for its employees.  

Policy: Commonwealth Bank has a comprehensive list of policies that speak to a 

number of our human rights categories, notably diversity across many dimensions. 

Our coding for policy positions reflects our inability to read a number of these 

policy statements for ourselves, or to even find a sufficient summary of them.  

There was little evidence of a feasible due diligence process in relation to the 

broad range of human rights risks faced by employees, our intuition based on 

what we could find suggests there is likely to be some due diligence processes 

around health and safety, privacy and aspects of diversity/EEO.  

The outcomes indicators suggest a mixed picture. Wage underpayment was revealed in late 2019, which speaks to economic security. We note 

performance across a range of diversity measures is disclosed by Commonwealth Bank, although only in terms of gender diversity at senior 

management and executive management level. In terms of the Australian Human Rights Commission inquiry into sexual harassment, we 

observe that the Group was one of the employers who imposed extra conditions as part of its limited waivers of confidentiality obligations in 

non-disclosure agreements entered into as part of a settlement of a sexual harassment claim.  

SUPPLY: AMBER 

CBA discloses the size of its procurement spend: $4.3bn spent with more than 5,000 

suppliers. While CBA notes in its 2019 Annual Report that it has been disclosing under 

the UK’s Modern Slavery Act, it also disclosed that it has responded to the 

introduction of the Australian MSA by improving its due diligence processes and 

engaging in work to better understand the Group’s impacts via procurement.  

Its Supplier Code of Conduct sets out a policy position that puts expectations onto 

suppliers around human rights. It is light on details and a failure to describe in detail 

due diligence (although it does note it has a due diligence process) makes it difficult 

to know how adequate that process is.  

In terms of outcomes, we generally had low visibility for all of our sample of 22 ASX 

listed FSEs: amber is common for all FSEs in this year’s study. 

 

SOCIETY: RED 

There is no recognition at Board level of public policy advocacy as a source of 

human rights risk. Thus there is no attention to governance of the human rights 

risk created by contributions to law reform opportunities as part of this domain. 

This means there is not policy position specifically on this issue and no evidence of 

a due diligence process to identify and manage this risk. 

Commonwealth Bank was one of the more active contributors to law reform 

initiatives in our sample. Our review of their submissions suggests a mixed record 

in advocating for reforms that will have a positive human rights impact.  

Its submission to the inquiry into domestic violence leave indicates potential for a 

positive impact: the practical guidance provided on how to manage systems to 

ensure confidentiality, based on the bank’s own experience of already offering 

this type of leave to its employees.  

Its submission to the ACCC on the Consumer Data Right Rules Framework, by way 

of contrast, sought to exclude value added data for the CDR regime, such as composite data on customers used to base an understanding of 

any characteristics of a customer.  
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